
“In My Mind’s Eye”
September 2022-November 2022

The second installation of We PAUSED! Unbound  
shares the Studio PAUSE community’s  

wishes and visions for a different or better world.
2
Location: Arlington Arts Gallery 3700, 3700 S. Four Mile Run Drive, 

Arlington VA 22206. 
Dates: Four installations from June 2022 to May 2023.
Community PAUSE: Saturday, Oct. 15, 2022, 5-7 pm. 



We PAUSED! Unbound is an exhibit in response to our project, We PAUSED! A 
Handmade Book by Studio PAUSE for Gates of Ballston, which chronicles a year of 
the COVID-19 pandemic. When Joan M. Lynch, Director, Arts Enterprise, Arlington 
Cultural Affairs/Arlington Economic Development, invited us to turn the book into an 
exhibit, the We PAUSED! team decided to cut the strings that bound the book and re-
imagine its contents in a new light letting lines of poetry pulled from the book inspire 
four thematic installations. 

We PAUSED! Unbound reimagines the book We PAUSED! as four standalone art 
installations. Each installation untethers the book’s contents from their original form to 
create new, visual iterations while staying true to the overall themes. Some artworks 
are lifted directly from the book’s pages while others are inspired by works from the 
pages of We PAUSED! Follow the four unique journeys of creativity, connection, and 
community from June 2022 to May 2023.

The exhibit continues Studio PAUSE’s work in creating a space for all voices and 
providing support for our social-emotional wellness while documenting how we as a 
community can connect even when we are isolated. Step into our unbound book and 
follow four unique journeys of creativity, connection, and community. 

“We PAUSED!” is a perfect example of how art can be integral to our daily 
life: not simply as entertainment, but as an important way to connect and 
strengthen community in uncertain times. As Arlington’s official arts agency, 
Arlington Arts was proud to support the project on the front end. Now, we 
look forward to expanding the reach even further by showcasing this powerful 
creative journey in an exhibit that can be experienced by a broad spectrum of 
the community.” - Arlington Arts

We PAUSED! 
Unbound

Legend 

xz Artworks from We PAUSED!  A Handmade Book by Studio PAUSE

{} New artworks displayed in or created for the We PAUSED! Unbound exhibition

[ Artists and contributors look back and reflect on how things are now



Transitions: Columbia Pike Documentary Project
{} In this selection of photos from CPDP’s project Transitions, we see people 
who have lived and/or worked on the Pike for a long time, like Margaret Chung 
and David Amoroso, and we also see a newcomer to the Pike. The photos also 
represent three organizations who have been working on the Pike for years–
Arlington Public Schools, Prio Bangla, and the Ethiopian Community Development 
Council (ECDC). In 2020 the exhibition Transitions: The Columbia Pike Documentary 
Project was up at George Mason University’s Founders Gallery in Van Metre 
Hall (Arlington) but the day before the reception, there was a lockdown due to 
the COVID-19 pandemic. In 2021, CPDP was archived at the Library of Virginia, 
Richmond. In Fall 2021 they reopened with an exhibit, Columbia Pike: Through the 
Lens of Community. More at http://cpdpcolumbiapike.blogspot.com

Photographs, clockwise from top left: 

Transitions: Margaret Chung, Career Center, By Xang Ho

Transitions: Prio Bangla Festival, By Lloyd Wolf

Transitions: Columbia Pike at S. George Mason Dr, By Lara Ajami

Transitions: David Amoroso, By Lloyd Wolf

Transitions: African Refugee, Ethiopian Community Development Council 
(ECDC), By Lloyd Wolf 

Transitions: Construction at S. George Mason Dr at Columbia Pike,  
By Dewey Tron  

The Columbia Pike Documentary Project is a multi-disciplinary history of 
Columbia Pike in Arlington, VA, one of America’s most ethnically diverse 
communities. Paula Endo, Lloyd Wolf, Mimi Xang Ho, Dewey Tron, 
Aleksandra Lagkueva, Moises Gomez, Lara Ajami, Sushmita Mazumdar and 
others have been documenting the Pike using photography and oral history.



Amitava Mazumdar

{} Many people have told Sushmita that the last two years were a blur, so as an 
artist (who is also Amitava’s wife), she decided to invite viewers to read Amitava’s 
Notes on the Pandemic, written in 2020, and let it prompt them to remember and 
share a pandemic-time experience of their own.

Notes on the Pandemic, 2020 
By Amitava Mazumdar 
Framed poem

Community Notes interactive artwork, 2022  
By Sushmita Mazumdar. 

Amitava “Jay” Mazumdar is a data enterer, list maker, and document 
retainer. He hails from Dayton, Ohio, then attended the University of 
Michigan and the George Washington University Law School. His hobby 
is to do things in moderation. He now lives in Arlington, VA, with his wife 
(whom he met in Mumbai, India), children, and dog. 

Sushmita Mazumdar

xz When the artist’s iPhone was out of memory, and she was about to delete the 
many photos of her car radio playing a song that spoke to her, she remembered 
a text a friend had sent. “Once you taught me the phrase Nothing is Permanent.
That’s a truth which Tibetan Buddhist monks explore as they make gorgeous man-
dalas which they sweep away eventually.” 

It inspired her to paint mandalas using the lyrics of her favorite Hindi movie songs 
(Bollywood songs) “Mr Shuffle” played from her iPhone, and which spoke to her. 

Later, she deleted the photos. 

Paintings clockwise from top left:
Hawa Hawa/Like the Wind  
Albela Sajan/Charming Beloved  
Yeh Zameen Chup Hai/The Land is 
Quiet 
Qafirana/Blasphemous 
By Sushmita Mazumdar 
Acrylics on canvas  
From the series “Sing to Me, Mr. Shuffle,” 
2020

[ “I told the story, “Sing to Me, Mr. 
Shuffle!” at the Our Stories Festival, Asian 
Arts and Culture Center, MD, in 2020. 
A project which emerged during the 



pandemic, this is my first collaboration with an App and an Algorithm, with roots 
reaching back 5 decades and 13,000 miles. More at www.SushmitaMazumdar.
com/artist/shuffle

Sushmita Mazumdar works across stories, book arts, and mixed media, 
to interact with memories of home, heritage, and her migration from 
India. She mixes into her work present-day places which inspire; and the 
community who collaborate, discuss, and respond to inform her work. 

Mary Louise Marino

What to Write, 2020  
by Mary Louise Marino 
Poem and Written Drawing, 2022 
Water-soluble graphite on paper

[ “There are times when I don’t know what to write and 
sometimes words don’t come, either. It’s like in those times 
words don’t know how to express what I’m feeling. They don’t 
really even show up in my mind’s eye in any readable form 

like letters, or in an understandable form like language. Letters are unclear, words 
don’t cohere, and sounds are muffled. 

But that doesn’t mean it’s all blank. Expression finds its own way. The movement in 
my body knows. The feeling in my heart knows. And my hands know what to do – 
drawing a language that’s written but can’t be read or spoken, yet it speaks to me 
and says everything I couldn’t say. 

Mary Louise Marino (LouLou) is an artist working in fiber arts, hand 
stitching, nature gathering, expressive mark making, writing, and 
photography. Some of her work and writing weaves meaningful connec-
tions to the people, places, and cultures in Laos.  
www.marylouisemarino.com

Ahmad Abumraighi & Sushmita Mazumdar 

xz An interview became an article, and three pieces of the 
spontaneous art-making which happened during the interview, 
became a framed artwork. As the artists listened to music in 
their languages while writing the lyrics in their scripts, Ahmad 
found the Arabic words Mushkil and Duniya in Sushmita’s 
favorite Hindi language songs.

Mushkil Duniya/Difficult World, 2020  
By Ahmad Abumraighi and Sushmita Mazumdar 
Water-soluble graphite and crayons on paper



[ “I shared with Ahmad how I cut up pieces of our creation from that day in June 
2020 and included it in this show. He replied: Sush, I love this so much! It brings 
back vivid memories! Thank you for always documenting beautiful moments.”
Ahmad Abumraighi is a Palestinian calligrapher and artist. He has been part of the Studio PAUSE 
community since 2016 and has two solo shows here. He also participated in the Make Your Mark 
maker’s event where Studio PAUSE partnered with Arlington Arts in 2017.

Ana Ortiz

xz A hike during the pandemic and a sketch afterwards to document the hike 
showed the hiker how everything was really interconnected. 

Interconnectedness, 2020 
By Ana Ortiz 
Pens on paper 
Digital print

Connie Freeman

{} Connie wanted to lend this Guatemalan outfit to be displayed in the show. 
One day in Aug 2022, before it was framed, she decided to put the outfit on a 
mannequin and take it downstairs, from Studio PAUSE to the Rinker Community 
Room, where AFAC’s food delivery would be happenning. “Let’s show it to the 
people who will come for the food. Many will relate,” she said. When Sushmita 
stood by her watching the people smiling at the mannequin, she asked Connie to 
give her a name. “La Trabiesa,” Connie said, not looking up from the cash register 
where she was working. “It means The Troublemaker,” she explained, as Sushmita 
doesn’t know Spanish. Many women, Guatemalan and Salvadoran, proudly took 
photos with La Trabiesa.

From left to right:

Guatemalan Textile, 2022 
Maya huipil/tunic 

Guatemalan Textile, 2022 
Maya falda/skirt and delantal/
apron

Guatemalan Souvenir: 
Weaving Sample, Recuerdo 
de Cobán

[ “The traije, or suit, is from San Juan in Quetzaltenango state of Guatemala. 
Almost all the Guatemalans who live in Arlington are from Quetzaltenango. This 
cost me $400 but I support the Maya women who weave these textiles and make 



these suits by hand. The Maya women rejected the invasion of their country by 
Spain and the ladies handmade all their clothing and refused to let others take 
over. They kept their traditions to themselves and the women still wear their hand 
woven textiles and handmade clothes till today. I went to the Walmart and I was the 
only one there. All the women in the region wear clothes like this. Only in the cities 
it is different. I am inspired by them. I wear these clothes where I live, in Arlington.”

Connie Freeman has worked as a Community Outreach Specialist for 
Arlington County for nearly three decades, and has lived in Arlington 
most of her life. 

Howard Lee Feinstein

xz The poem, In My Mind’s Eye, was one of 9 poems Howie wrote during the 
pandemic when all his music gigs had dried up. He had asked Sushmita to make 
them into a book, Decathlon. The 10th poem was Who Am I? which Howie had 
written in 2017, his first poem ever, for the Studio PAUSE project Thou Art: The 
Beauty of Identity. As they spoke of this project, Sushmita had an artwork in the 
Studio waiting to be framed. It was a piece of a larger collaborative artwork done 
by seven powerful and creative women. They were all connected to Empowered 
Women International, the organization where Howie had been a tireless advocate 
for women’s rights as a member of the board and where Sushmita had first met 
him. She thought of using this artwork for the book’s cover, where you see the 
hand and the thoughts of the women, a reminder to how we can all be our best self 
and change the community if we support each other.

{} In 2022, Howie came to Sushmita with a new creative project. He had created a 
new CD called Free Radical. He wanted her to design and produce the Liner Notes 
and CD tray. 

Free Radical, 7 Tunes 7 Poems by Howard Lee 
Feinstein, 2022 
CD Cover artwork by Aaron Hill Feinstein 
Digital print on paper  

Who am I?  
By Howard Lee Feinstein,  
Poem 
Digital print on paper 

[ “For the project Free Radical, I thought I’d try combining 
some poetry with the music. The poems are from 
Decathlon. The tunes are instrumentals, mostly original. 
Whether there is some synchronicity between the poetry 
and the music is for you to decide! As always, in my various 
artistic ventures, I write from the heart, reflecting my 



current mood and state of being, hoping for some emotional connection with the 
listener. Like my nonfiction writing, especially Fire On The Bayou: True Tales From 
Then Civil Rights Battlefront, my music is inspired, often subconsciously, by my 
time pursuing racial and social justice, generally in the Deep South. That pressure 
cooker of violence and fear was also home to an amazingly rich cornucopia of 
roots music, to which I re-turn again and again. It is truly people’s music, coming 
straight from the ground up. I guess that’s why it has always resonated with me. 
I have no musical training or education; I don’t read music; and I rarely prepare a 
performance in advance. I just close my eyes and let it rip.  

The CD cover art is done by my son, Aaron Hill Feinstein, who is therapist and 
social worker, graphic artist, and spoken word performer. He lives in Montgomery 
County, MD.”

In My Mind’s Eye, 2020 
By Howard Feinstein 
Poem from Decathlon. 

Hope: Collaborative artwork by the Soul Sisters, 2017 
Mixed media on paper 
From the collection of Fainess Lipenga, Maryland.

[ “The artistic and demographic boundaries of the poetry world have exploded 
in recent years, much of that due to the efforts of youthful and minority poets. 
The traditional forms and voices no longer rule supreme. My influences are broad, 
with a special shout-out to the Beat poets of my native San Francisco Bay Area. 
Lawrence Ferlinghetti is still active on that scene at the age of 101; perhaps there 
is room for me.” 

Howard Feinstein is a criminal prosecutor, litigating attorney, author, 
speaker, and musician. His music, like his legal work, stems from his 
passion for people, both their stories and their struggles. He performs 
and writes to get people energized—to learn and question or to dance 
and chat.



The Four Installations

We invited the contributors to reflect on their work in the book We PAUSED! and come 
up with what they would like to share for each of the four installations. Below we list the 
stories from the book which will be inspiring the art, poetry, and interactive elements for 
the next three installations. The item listed in blue for each is the poem which inspired 
the title.

Stay tuned for receptions for the upcoming installations and programs by getting on our 
email list at www.Studiopause.com. There will be brochures for each installation so be 
sure to get all four and join us in our creative journey! 

2. “In My Mind’s Eye” September-November 2022 

The second installation shares our wishes and visions for a different or better 
world.

1. Sing to Me, Mr. Shuffle, and I Will Listen by Sushmita Mazumdar

2. What to Write by Mary Louise Marino

3. Interconnectedness by Ana Ortiz

4. In My Mind’s Eye by Howard Feinstein

5. Transitions by Lloyd Wolf

6. Food Clothing Shelter: A Conversation with Connie Freeman by Sushmita 
Mazumdar

7. Mushkil Duniya Painted in Coffee by Sushmita Mazumdar

8. Notes on the Pandemic by Amitava Mazumdar

3. “I Lost Being Lost” December 2022-February 2023 

The third installation finds our community trying to reconcile and make peace with 
things we cannot control.

1. Public/Private: Aprons Carry our Stories by Susan Sterner

2. Passion with a Purpose: 3000+ masks! By Joan Lynch

3. Long Form Writing Pause by Kara Billings

4. A Growing Year by Anonymous

5. Art is Fun, Art Heals by Kathy Powell

6. What I Lost, What I Gained by Sharmila Karamchandani

7. Visiting Cecilia in Durham – a. Goddess Time by Sushmita Mazumdar  
b. I Remembered How to Cry by Mary Louise Marino

8. Celebrating Diwali and Learning About Advent by Sushmita Mazumdar

9. Pandemia by Edith Graciela Sanabria



4. “Arms Stretched Towards the Clouds” March-May 2023  
The fourth and final installation finds us reaching for connections with the 
things that ground us.
1. A Year of Quintessential Quotes by Felecia McFail

2. Brown Girls Dance in the Rain by Kori Johnson

3. Written in Arlington featuring Studio PAUSE poets

4. Words to Art Spring 2020 featuring Arlington artists

5. Arte Libre in the Time of Corona featuring Studio PAUSE artists

6. Artful Mind Tranquil Mind by Sushmita Mazumdar

7. How has the Pandemic Changed your Life by Ruben Villalta

8. Lun.r: The Covid Phases by Yuri Long

Get Your Own Copy of We PAUSED!

Studio PAUSE made over 500 copies of the book We 
PAUSED! – with the help of over 70 members of the 
community – to distribute free of cost to the residents of the 
Gates of Ballston community, where the studio is located, 
and to share with contributors to the project, our partners, 
and local leaders. Read all about that project at www.
StudioPause.com/projects/wepaused

However, we wanted to share the incredible book with others 
as well and be able to tell the story of the project itself, 

including how the team worked during the pandemic, what the funders had to say, 
news of an award, responses from the residents, how the book became an exhibit, 
and so much more! So we created a second edition! 

At The Exhibit: The book remains the same but gets a pale blue wrap and sticker 
on the outside, and a new insert on the inside. This way, you get to enjoy the book 
exactly as the first edition was, plus get all that happened after the book was 
completed. A hundred copies will be available for free at the exhibit We PAUSED! 
Unbound during the opening of each of the four installations. 

Be a Part of Studio PAUSE: You may also support the studio as we start work 
on 100 additional copies of the second edition to be sold online and to offer 
bookmaking and Writing PAUSE sessions as well. Visit www.StudioPause.com/
projects/wepaused2 for more. 



Meet the Team!

Sushmita Mazumdar, project director

Kori Johnson, editor 

Susan Sterner, humanities scholar

Ella Endo, intern 

Ruben Villalta, translator (Spanish)

Sohair Ghali, translator (Arabic)

Mary Louise Marino, project advisor

A BIG Thank You!

We are so grateful to Joan Lynch for the amazing opportunity to re-imagine our 
community book project as an art exhibit. It was a wonderful learning experience 
for the We PAUSED! team to do something of this scope. Thanks to the great 
advice and guidance from Arlington Arts team as well. 

This exhibit led us to apply for supplemental funding from Virginia Humanities and 
we are so thrilled to get it so we could make 400 more copies of the second 
edition of We PAUSED! to give out for free at each oif the four receptions. Thank 
you also for the spirit of community as the Arlington Arts staff members helped 
make these new books to be distributed at the exhibit location. 

Thank you also to the continued support from AHC Inc. and the Resident 
Services staff who helped in so many ways. They were a real partner who always 
found solutions and new ways to accomplish what we needed to do. The exhibit 
was truly a community project beyond my imagination!

–Sushmita Mazumdar



Check for programs, workshops, and events related to the exhibit by 
scanning the QR code here.  

Presented by Arlington Cultural Affairs, a division of Arlington Economic 
Development, which delivers public activities and programs as Arlington Arts.


